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Admissions Office contains many standard reports to help you produce and view information you need quickly and easily. Reports in Admissions Office are valuable tools for monitoring, evaluating, and distributing information about the applicants to your school or schools. For example, you can print checklist reports, applicant summary reports, and test score reports.

This chapter explains the basics of reporting and includes a list of all reports available in Admissions Office. In addition, you can find explanations for tab functions and the basic tools used in Reports. Report Basics also contains procedures for creating, printing, previewing, sending as email, and exporting reports. Each report is described in detail in the chapter for that report category. Pivot reports are discussed in the Pivot Reports Guide.

Basic Reporting

The Reports page is the central location for reporting in Admissions Office. From the navigation bar, click Reports to access the Reports page. This page contains links to each report category. When you click a link, the program displays the reports that make up the category.

Accessing Reports

Note: Report tabs appear so you can select other report categories. You can right-click to align the tabs on the left, right, top, or bottom. If tabs are hidden, select View, Navigation Tabs from the menu bar.

To select a report, click the link for the category of reports you need from the Reports page. For example, you can click Applicant Reports.

Note: Visit our Web site at www.blackbaud.com for the latest documentation and information.
On the Applicant Reports page, select a report from the list on the left, such as Applicant Status Report. If any applicant status reports are saved, they appear on the right of the screen. You can either open one of the saved reports or create a new report. For more information about creating or opening an applicant status report, see “Applicant Reports” on page 41.

Report Tabs

Whether you create a new report or open a saved report in Admissions Office, a screen appears with tabs to specify how the report should look and the information included in the report. Like folders in a filing cabinet, these tabs help you select information to appear on a report. For example, the Applicant Status Report includes the General, Filters, Columns and Format tabs. To navigate among a report’s tabs, select the tab itself or click Back and Next. Once you learn to run one report, it is easy to run other reports because many of the tabs have similar features.

Reports in each category have common tabs with similar selections. Records must satisfy all parameter settings you select for the report before they are included in the report. For example, if you select a school in your organization from the School field on the General tab of the Checklist Report, this does not mean every applicant who applied to that school in the database will appear on the report. A selected academic year in the Year apply field or a filter can still eliminate some applicants from the report.

**Note:** Checkboxes, fields, and other selections vary from report to report.

Checkboxes, fields, and other selections vary from report to report. For more information about individual reports, see the section for the report in its respective chapter.

**General Tab.** On the General tab, you set parameters for the report. You can make selections for the format and information in the report. All Admissions Office reports use the General tab. Typical fields on General tabs include School, Academic Year, Session, Term, and Report Orientation.
Filters Tab. On the Filters tab, you include records based on selected criteria such as Applicant Statuses or Applicant Attributes.

Relationship Filters tab. On the Relationship Filters tab, you can filter the types of student relations to include in a report. The Student Directory has a Relationship Filters tab.
Address tab. On the Address tab, you determine what address to use in the directory. The Faculty/Staff Directory and Student Directory have Address tabs.

Relation Address tab. On the Relation Address tab, you determine what address to use when printing student relation information in the directory. The Student Directory has a Relation Address tab.
Columns Tab. On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on the report and the order in which they appear. In the **Width** column, you can set the width of each column, in inches. The **Report Width** label below the grid shows the total width of the columns plus their margins. If the label is red, it indicates that the width of the columns exceeds the page width.

Format Tab. On the Format tab, you select settings that determine the appearance of the report. You can create headings, page footers, and report footers. You can select details and the criteria used to create the report and include the criteria list with the report. On some reports you can sort or break the report according to selections you make. You can select the format for displaying monetary amounts and select colors for the report. All **Admissions Office** reports use the Format tab.

The list on the left of the screen displays formatting options for the report, which can include: **Headings**, **Criteria**, **Detail**, **Sort/Break**, **Page Footer**, **Report Footer**, **Miscellaneous**, **Color Scheme**, and **Name Formats**. When you select an item in the list, the right side of the screen changes to present selections for that section of the report.
For information about formatting a specific report, read about the report in its respective chapter.

Report Categories

*Admissions Office* includes many standard reports to help you produce and view information you need quickly and easily. These reports give you information to help you stay up-to-date with every aspect of your organization. To help you locate the report you need quickly, reports are divided into categories: Action Reports, Applicant Reports, Checklist Reports, Directories and Lists, and Statistical Reports. For more information about a specific report, see that report in its respective chapter.

**Action Reports**
- Action by Assignment Report
- Action by Record Report

**Applicant Reports**
- Activities Report
- Applicant Status Report
- Financial Aid Detail Report
- Financial Aid Summary Report
- Medical Report
- Past/Future School Report
- Test Score Report

**Checklist Reports**
- Checklist Report
- Track Status Report

**Custom Reports**
Directories and Lists
- Duplicate Addresses Report
- Faculty/Staff Directory
- Family Directory
- Room List Report
- Student Directory

Statistical Reports
- Applicant Summary Report
- Status History Summary Report

Reporting Procedures

You can use a variety of parameters to define the output for reports in *Admissions Office*. Saving these parameters makes future reporting easier. You can create, print, preview, send as email, and export reports. While these procedures are written specifically for the Checklist Report, you can use these same basic steps as a model for all reporting in *Admissions Office*. For specific information about tabs, fields, and checkboxes for a particular report, see the chapter for that category of reports.

Creating Reports

In this procedure, we create a Checklist Report. The report includes all checklist items that have not yet been completed, that are 15 days or more overdue, and that are for applicants who have not been accepted to the school yet. The report content is organized by applicant name, and then by checklist item status.

The selections we make and data we enter is for the purpose of this example only, and does not provide information on how to use all of the features of this report. For more information about the Checklist Report, see “Checklist Report” on page 110.

- Creating a report in Admissions Office

  Note: An action bar containing links for creating a new report, opening a report, and deleting a report appears above the list of reports. These links are common to all Reports pages.

  1. From the Reports page, click *Checklist Reports*. The Checklist Reports page appears with reports on the left.

  2. In the list on the left, select *Checklist Report*. 
3. On the action bar, click **New**. The New Checklist Report screen appears with the General tab showing.

![New Checklist Report screen](image)

4. In the **School** field, select the school to which this report applies. If your organization has only one school, this field does not appear.

5. In the **Year apply** field, select a date or date range to limit the checklist items included in the report to those that are associated with applicants who applied for admission for the selected year(s).

6. In the **Date requested** field of the **Include tracks with these dates** frame, you select a date or date range to limit the checklist items included in the report to those that were requested to be completed by the date or within the selected date range. So that the report includes all checklist items that are 15 days or more overdue regardless of the requested completion date, leave this set to “Include all dates”.

7. Marking **Include checklist items with no date requested** includes checklist items in the report that have no requested date. So that this report only lists checklist items that are 15 days overdue, leave this checkbox unmarked.

8. In the **Completion date** field, you can select a date or date range to limit the checklist items included in the report to those that were completed by the date or within the date range. Because this report only includes checklist items that have not been completed, leave this set to “Include all dates”.

9. In the **Include** list, you mark the checkboxes for the statuses of checklist items to include in the report. So that the report only includes overdue checklist items that are incomplete, leave Pending marked, but unmark the other two checkboxes.

10. In the **Include only pending checklist items [ ] [ ]** field, you mark the checkbox and set the corresponding values to restrict the checklist items included in the report to those that are overdue by, or due within, a specific number of days. So that this report includes only checklist items overdue by 15 days or more, mark the checkbox and set the fields to **Overdue by 15 days**.
11. Click **Next** or select the Filters tab.

![Select Filters](image1.png)

12. We want this report to only include checklist items for applicants who have not yet been accepted to the school. In the **Include** column for the Applicant Statuses filter, choose “Selected”. The Selected Applicant Statuses screen appears.

![Select Applicant Statuses](image2.png)
13. Double-click “Applied” and “In Process” to move the statuses to the **include these applicant statuses** list. Click **OK**. You return to the Filters tab.

![Screenshot of the Filters tab in a software application showing checkboxes for applicant statuses.](image)

14. Click **Next** or select the Columns tab. The Columns tab appears.

By default, columns will already be present on this tab. You can add, delete, and reorder columns, change headings, and change column widths.

![Screenshot of the Columns tab in a software application showing column settings.](image)

15. Comments added to a checklist item are the most likely to extend beyond a single column. Mark the checkbox in the **Wrap Heading?** column for the “Comments” row.

16. Click **Next** or select the Format tab. The Format tab appears.
17. From the list, select **Headings**. The program assigns a name in the **Title** field based on the record type; in this case, “Checklist Report”. You can change this title.

18. In the **Subtitle** field, enter “Overdue checklist items for in-process applicants”.

19. Click **Sort/Break**. The Sort/Break panel appears.
The report is set by default to sort and break on applicants’ names. That means that applicants are sorted alphabetically within the report, and each time the report gets to a new applicant, it starts a new page.

We want the report we are generating to sort on both applicant names and the status of checklist items. In the Sort by column, click the row below Applicant Name and select “Checklist Item Status”.

Click Preview to preview the report on the screen. A message appears indicating the program is processing the report. The <Checklist Report> Preview screen appears so you can preview the report.

When you are finished viewing the report, click the red X to close the view.

Click Save on the action bar to save the new report. The Save Report as screen appears.

In the Report name field, enter a descriptive name for our report. Enter a description in the Description field.

Click Save to save the new report.

Close the screen. You return to the Checklist Reports page, and the “Checklist items overdue by 15 days” checklist report appears in the grid.

Printing Reports

You can print a hard copy of saved reports without opening them. Your selections on the Format tab of the report determine the information that prints on the report and how this information is formatted. The following steps focus on printing a saved Checklist Report. For more information about setting up your printer, see the Program Basics Guide.

Printing an Admissions Office report

From the Reports page, click Checklist Reports. The Checklist Reports page appears. Checklist reports appear on the left of the screen.

In the list on the left, select a report. All saved checklist reports appear in the grid on the right.

If no reports appear, you must create the report to print. For more information about creating reports, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

You can set an option to print the report using the orientation defined in Print Setup. To do this, select Tools, Options and, on the Reports tab, mark As defined in Print Setup. For example, if a report is designed to print in portrait, but the print setup is set for landscape, the report prints the report in landscape.
3. Select a saved report from the grid.

4. From the menu bar, select File, Print. A message appears indicating the report is printing. After the report prints, you return to the Checklist Reports page.

**Previewing Reports**

You can preview the format and information in a report without opening the report. We recommend previewing a report before printing or sending it to another person. By previewing, you can make sure you included the required information and that the report is formatted correctly. The following steps focus on previewing a saved Checklist Report.

- **Previewing an Admissions Office report**
  1. From the Reports page, click Checklist Reports. The Checklist Reports page appears. Checklist reports appear on the left of the screen.
  2. In the list on the left, select Checklist Report. All saved reports appear in the grid on the right.
     If no reports appear, you must create the report to preview. For more information about creating reports, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.
  3. Select a report from the grid.

  From the menu bar, select File, Preview. A message appears indicating that the report is being processed. When processing is complete, the Checklist Report preview screen appears.

  **Note:** You can set an option to maximize the preview window when you preview a report. To do this select Tools, Options and, on the Reports tab, mark Automatically maximize preview window.

  5. When finished previewing the report, click the red X to close the screen. You return to the Checklist Reports page.
Exporting Reports

To use report information in another software application such as Microsoft Excel or Crystal Reports, you can export the report. When you export a report, you send report information from the database to another software application using a data file. You can export a report without opening the report. For more information about exporting, see the Export Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System. The following steps focus on exporting an existing Checklist Report to Microsoft Excel.

Exporting an Admissions Office report

1. From the Reports page, click Checklist Reports. The Checklist Reports page appears. Reports appear on the left of the screen.

2. In the list on the left, select Checklist Report. All saved checklist reports appear in the grid on the right. If no reports appear, you must create the report to export. For more information about creating reports, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

3. Select a report from the grid.

4. From the menu bar, select File, Export. A message appears indicating that the report is being processed. When processing is complete, the Export screen appears.

5. In the Format field, select “Excel 5.0 (XLS)”.

6. In the Destination field, select “Disk file”.

7. Click OK. The Choose Export File screen appears.

A name is assigned in the File name field based on the report type and system information. You can change this name and the location to save the file.

8. Click Save. A message appears, indicating that the data is being exported. Once the data has been exported to your file, you return to the Checklist Reports page.
Sending Reports as Email

In Admissions Office, you can share report information with other users through electronic mail. For example, you can send the results of a report to another user for further analysis or to use in other applications. To send report information through email, you change the format of the information to a data file and send the data file to the recipient.

Before you can send a report to another user, you must first select a format (such as Microsoft Excel, Crystal Reports, or Adobe Acrobat) for the data file. The format determines the appearance of the report and the software applications in which you can open the data file. Sending report results by email can be particularly useful when an individual needs to quickly reference report results but does not have access to Admissions Office.

You can send report information by email without opening the report. The following steps focus on sending a saved Checklist Report.

- Sending an Admissions Office report as email
  1. From the Reports page, click Checklist Reports. The Checklist Reports page appears. Checklist reports appear on the left of the screen.
  2. In the list on the left, select Checklist Report. All saved reports appear in the grid on the right.
     If no reports appear, you must create the report to send. For more information about creating reports, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.
  3. Select a report from the grid.
  4. From the menu bar, select File, Send as Mail. A message appears indicating the program is processing the report. The Export Screen appears.
  5. In the Format field, select “Excel 5.0 (XLS)”. 
  6. In the Destination field, select “Microsoft Mail (MAPI)”. 
  7. Click OK. The Send Mail screen appears.
  8. In the To field, enter an email address, such as “cjones@internet.com”.
  9. In the Subject field, enter “Checklist Report”.

![Export Screen]
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10. In the **Message** box, enter a message to the recipient, such as “Here’s the checklist report you requested.”

![Send Mail dialog box](image)

11. Click **Send**. The report is sent as an attachment to your email message. You return to the Checklist Reports page.
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Reporting categories in *Admissions Office* include Action Reports, Applicant Reports, Checklist Reports, Directories and Lists, and Statistical Reports. This chapter covers Admissions Office Action Reports. For information about other report categories, see the chapter for that category.

Actions are used to record responsibility and assignment of tasks, such as interviews with students, giving campus tours, and proctoring tests. You can create actions and assign them to any record type except organizations.

Action Reports in *Admissions Office* include:

- Action by Assignment Report
- Action by Record Report

**Action by Assignment Report**

**Glossary:** An action is a task or activity that needs to be completed for an applicant. Actions, for example, can include mailings, phone calls, and interviews.

You use the Action by Assignment Report to view actions that each record has been assigned to complete. If you do not need to include unassigned actions on the report, you can use the Action by Record Report, instead. For more information, see “Action by Record Report” on page 30.

You can include actions that have not been assigned in the report, can limit the actions included in the report to those with a specific action priority, and can limit the actions included to incomplete or complete actions.

The Action by Assignment Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Include actions with these dates.** In the Start date field of the Include actions with these dates frame, select a date or date range for actions to include in the report. If you select <Specific range>, you can select a range of dates in the From date and To date fields. Only actions with a start date that falls on the selected date or within the selected date range are included.

**Include unassigned actions.** Mark this checkbox to include in the report actions that have not been assigned to anyone.

**Include actions with these action priorities.** You can mark High, Normal, and Low to select actions to include in the report. You must mark at least one priority.

**Include [] actions.** Select whether to include complete, incomplete, or both complete and incomplete actions in the report.

**Create an output query of.** You can mark this checkbox and select Applicants, Faculty/Staff, Students, Individuals, Persons, or Records to create a query of the records included in the report. You can use the query later in other areas of the program. A query of persons includes all record types except organizations. A query of records includes all record types.

**Note:** Click Preview to view the report as it will print using your selections and filters. Click Layout to view a sample layout of the report without data.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the actions that are included in the report based on different criteria. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.
To remove a column from the report, click the column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the Field Name column of the empty row and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the header for the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column headers are cut off when they reach the right edge of the column. Content is always truncated when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
**Note:** The heading defaults to Action by Assignment Report in the **Title** field. You can leave this as the title for the report or enter your own.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization's name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Mark **Include description** to print the description of each action on a separate row under the other details. Mark **Include notes** to print any note(s) assigned to the item. The report prints up to 1,000 characters of the note(s).
**Detail.** Mark **Include description** to print the description of each action on a separate row under the other details. Mark **Include notes** to print any note(s) assigned to the item. The report prints up to 1,000 characters of the note(s).

**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a sorting category. If you mark **Break?** for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.
To print the number or percentage of total records in the report for each breakdown of records in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the groups created by the specified breaks. To start a new page each time a new value for the selected field is encountered, mark **Page break on each new**.

**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

**Miscellaneous.** Use **Miscellaneous** to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.
**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for the person for whom the action was created and the person to whom the action was assigned. If you select Configuration in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of **Configuration**.

If you select Record in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains the name formats <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined addressee/salutation formats. These name formats are drawn from each record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressee/Salutations tab of a student record is used in the report. Selecting Full name in the **Use** field disables the If not present... section of the panel.
In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format.

![New Action by Assignment Report](image)

### Action by Record Report

The Action by Record report provides details of actions during the selected date range based on whom the action is for. You can include actions of different priorities, and select whether to include incomplete actions, complete actions, or both.

The Action by Record Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move between the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

### General Tab

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters specific to the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

![New Action by Record Report](image)

**Include actions with these dates.** In the *Start date* field of the *Include actions with these dates* frame, select a date or date range for actions to include in the report. If you select *<Specific range>* , you can select a range of dates in the *From date* and *To date* fields. Only actions with a start date that falls on the selected date or within the selected date range are included.

**Include actions with these action priorities.** You can mark *High*, *Normal*, and *Low* to select actions to include in the report. You must select at least one priority.

**Include [ ] actions.** Select whether to include complete, incomplete, or both complete and incomplete actions in the report.

**Include only actions marked as First contact.** Mark this checkbox to include actions with the *First contact?* checkbox marked. Only one action can be marked as the first contact for an applicant record.

**Create an output query of.** You can mark this checkbox and select *Applicants*, *Faculty/Staff*, *Individuals*, *Organizations*, *Persons*, *Records*, or *Students* to create a query of the records included in the report. You can use the query later in other areas of the program. A query of persons includes all record types except organizations. A query of records includes all record types.

**Note:** Click *Preview* to view the report as it will print using your selections and filters. Click *Layout* to view a sample layout of the report without data.

**Report orientation.** In the *Report orientation* field, select Portrait or Landscape.

**Filters Tab**

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.
On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of actions that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the Field Name column of the empty row and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the header for the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column headers are cut off when they reach the right edge of the column. Content is always truncated when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Note: The heading defaults to Action by Record Report in the Title field. You can leave this as the title for the report or enter your own.

Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

**Detail.** To print the description of each action on a separate row under the other details, mark **Include description.** To display up to 1,000 characters of the item note(s) below the other details, mark **Include notes.**
**Sort/Break.** Use Sort/Break to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a field by which to sort in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a field. If you mark **Break?** for a field, other fields on the screen are enabled for you to enter more information about the break.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after each breakdown of records.

To print the number or percentage of total records in the report for each breakdown of records in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected field. To start a new page each time a new value for the selected field is encountered, mark **Page break on each new**.

![New Action by Record Report](image)
**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.

Color Scheme. Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
Name Formats. You can select the name format for the person for whom the action was created and the person to whom the action was assigned. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Address/ Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined addressee/salutation formats. These name formats are drawn from each record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of a student record is used in the report. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format.
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Reporting categories in *Admissions Office* include Action Reports, Applicant Reports, Checklist Reports, Directories and Lists, and Statistical Reports. This chapter covers Applicant Reports. For information about other report categories, see the chapter for that category.

Applicant Reports in *Admissions Office* include:
- “Activities Report” on page 42
- “Applicant Profile Report” on page 51
- “Applicant Status Report” on page 58
- “Financial Aid Detail Report” on page 66
- “Financial Aid Summary Report” on page 75
- “Medical Report” on page 83
- “Past/Future School Report” on page 90
- “Test Score Report” on page 99

### Activities Report

The Activities Report displays all activities for a selected set of applicants or all the applicants for each selected activity. You can restrict the activities for each applicant included in the report by the date of participation or the grade levels of those who participated. You can also select whether to include only those who participated in the activity or also those who were interested in an activity.

The Activities Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

### General Tab

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Include activities based on.** Select whether to restrict data on the report to activity participation that occurred within a set range of time, or to activities that include selected grade levels in their participation grid.

**Include activities for the following grade levels.** Mark the grade levels for which to report activity participation.

**Activity date.** This field only appears when you select Activity date from in the Include activities based on field. Select the date range to search for activity participation.

**Include.** Select whether to include only those who actually participated in an activity, only those who wanted to participate in an activity, or both.

**Create an output query of.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of applicants, students, and activities that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.

![New Activities Report](image)

**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the *Query Guide* for *Blackbaud Student Information System*.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the Field Name column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty Field Name column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Sort/Break. Use Sort/Break to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the Break? column for a sorting category. If you mark Break? for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the Text before value and Text after value fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.
To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark **Page break on each new**.

**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.
**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

![Color Scheme screenshot](image)

**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of **Configuration**.

If you select Record in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.
In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

Applicant Profile Report

The Applicant Profile Report displays all current information for a selected set of applicants. You can select the profile information for each applicant included in the report by Biographical Information, Address Information, Relationships, Checklists, Financial Aid, Education, Tests, Medical, Actions, Activities, Attributes, and Notes.

The Applicant Profile Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look.

For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

General Tab

Glossary: A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Show these report sections.** Mark the checkboxes for the sections to include in the report.

**Show these details.** Mark the details to include for specific sections.

**Create an output query of.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can restrict the output on the report to selected applicants. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

![Image of Format Tab](image)

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.

**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.
Sort. Use **Sort** to select the order for information to appear on the report. To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column. To have the report start a new page each time a new applicant is encountered, mark **Page break on each new Applicant Name**.
**Page Footer.** Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

**Report Footer.** Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

Name Formats. You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.
In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

![New Applicant Profile Report](image)

**Applicant Status Report**

The Applicant Status Report provides status information for selected applicants. You can restrict the status entries based on the date they were entered. The report can include a history of status log entries.

The Applicant Status Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Include status information from.** Select whether to include information from both active and inactive applications, or only active applications.

**Include status entries with these dates.** In the *Date changed* field in the *Include status entries with these dates* frame, you can limit the applicants included in the report to those whose application status changed during the selected date range.

In the *Status date* field, you can limit the applicants included in the report to those whose status entries have a date specified, and which fall within a selected date range.

To include status log entries other than the current status log entry in the report, mark the *Include status history* checkbox.

**Create an output query of applicants.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the *Report orientation* field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of applicants that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the Field Name column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty Field Name column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization's name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Sort/Break. Use Sort/Break to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the Break? column for a sorting category. If you mark Break? for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the Text before value and Text after value fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.

To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark Print count per or Print count as a percentage of total for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark Page break on each new.
**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

![Page Footer](image)

**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

![Report Footer](image)
**Miscellaneous.** Use *Miscellaneous* to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.

**Color Scheme.** Use *Color Scheme* to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the *Apply a Color Scheme* checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the *Select addressee/salutation from* field, the *Use* field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of *Configuration*.

If you select Record in the *Select addressee/salutation from* field, the *Use* field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the *Use* field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

---

**Financial Aid Detail Report**

The Financial Aid Detail Report displays financial aid information for those applicants that have financial aid for a selected academic year.

The Financial Aid Detail Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Academic year to include.** Select an academic year. Financial aid data for the selected academic year are included in the report.

**Note:** Click Preview to view the report as it will print using your selections and filters. Click Layout to view a sample layout of the report without data.

**Create an output query of.** You can mark this checkbox and select Students, Applicants, or Persons to create a query of the records included in the report. If you do not have the security rights to create a Financial Aid Detail Report for both students and applicants, this checkbox will let you create a query for only the type of individual for which you have security rights.

You can use the query later in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.

**Filters Tab**

You use the Filters tab to restrict the output on the report based on the applicants, students, and financial aid types you select. This tab only includes both applicant- and student-related filters when you have both Admissions Office and Registrar’s Office installed and have security rights for both.

The Applicants and Students filters both have a None selection in the Include column so that you can limit the report to only applicants or students.
For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.
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**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

**Filters.** The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The Query name field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the *Query Guide* for *Blackbaud Student Information System*.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Below each applicant’s row in the report appears a sub-report that displays additional details for the financial aid awarded if they exist in the applicant’s record: **Category, Type, Date, Amount Qualify, Date Granted, Amount Granted, Accepted**, and if the report orientation is set to Landscape, a **Comments** column.

**Field Name.** Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the **Field Name** column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty **Field Name** column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

**Field Align.** Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the **Heading Align** field.

**Heading.** You can enter a different heading for the column.

**Heading Align.** Select the alignment for the column heading.

**Wrap Heading?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Width.** Set the width of each column. The **Report Width** label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

**Wrap Field?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.
Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

**Note:** The heading defaults to Financial Aid Detail Report in the Title field. You can leave this as the title for the report or enter your own.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Detail. Mark Include financial aid notes for each applicant to include a row below each applicant in the report to provide financial aid notes for the applicant. Mark Include financial aid types to include a row below each applicant in the report to provide financial aid types received by the applicant.
Sort/Break. Use Sort/Break to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the Break? column for a sorting category. If you mark Break? for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the Text before value and Text after value fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.

To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark Print count per or Print count as a percentage of total for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark Page break on each new.
Page Footer. Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.

Color Scheme. Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
Name Formats. You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressee/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

Financial Aid Summary Report

The Financial Aid Summary Report displays an overview of applicants for whom financial aid data exists for a selected academic year. You can select how to summarize the information and the information to include. You can break down the data in the report by ZIP Code to generate a geographical representation of financial aid data. You can also summarize data by student attributes.

The Financial Aid Summary Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.
General Tab

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.

On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Academic year to include.** Select an academic year. Financial aid data for the selected academic year are included in the report.

**Summarize by.** Select the common element to summarize by. For example, to see how financial aid was distributed geographically, you can select ZIP Code. Each ZIP Code is included with the amount of financial aid that was granted to the applicants who live within that area.

If you select Activities or Activity Categories, the **Include based on** field appears so you can select to include the academic year for those activities or activity categories or a specific date range. If you choose Selected academic year, a field appears so you can select the academic year during which applicants participated in an activity or activity category. If you select Activity dates, you can select the date range.

For example, to create a report that lists the financial aid granted to students who played in competitive sports during the academic year 2004-2005, select Activity Categories in the **Summarize by** field, Selected academic year in the **Include based on** field, and 2004-2005 in the **Include** field.

If you select ZIP Code, the **Number of digits** field appears so you can enter the number of digits in the ZIP Code to use when breaking down the information. For example, if you enter 3, then the financial aid information for applicants who live within the ZIP Codes 29483, 29495, and 29407 is combined because their ZIP Codes all start with “294”.

If you select Applicant Attribute, the **Attribute** field appears so you can select the attribute to summarize by.
Include based on. This field appears when you select Activity Categories in the Summarize by field. Select whether to include financial aid data based on activity participation during the selected academic year or during a selected date range.

Include. This field appears when you select Activities or Activity Categories in the Summarize by field and Selected academic year in the Include based on field. Select an academic year in which to find applicants who participated in the activity or activity category.

Note that the year selected in this field specifies the year the applicant participated in the activity. The year you select in the Academic year to include field determines in which year to look for a financial aid award. For example, if you select 2004-2005 in the Academic year to include field and 2003-2004 in the Include field, the report lists all the financial aid grants awarded in the 2004-2005 school year to applicants who participated in an activity in the 2003-2004 school year.

Start date. This field appears when you select Activity Categories in the Summarize by field and you select Activity dates in the Include field. Select the start date for activity participation. Leaving this field blank includes all dates up to the date selected in the End date field.

End date. This field appears when you select Activity Categories in the Summarize by field and you select Activity dates in the Include field. Select the end date for activity participation. Leaving this field blank includes all dates after the date selected in the Start date field.

Attribute. This field appears when you select Applicant Attributes in the Summarize by field. Select the applicant attribute by which to summarize financial aid data.

Number of digits. This field appears when you select ZIP Code in the Summarize by field. Enter the number of ZIP Code digits to use when grouping together applicant financial aid data. For example, to group applicants who have the same first three digits in their ZIP Codes, enter 3 in this field.

Report orientation. In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.

Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of applicants that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.
Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the **Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System**.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.

**Address Tab**

On the Address tab, you determine what address to use when tallying applicant address information in the report. The Address tab appears when you select an Country, County, Region, State, or ZIP Code in the **Summarize by** field on the General tab.
The report tallies the number of applicants for whom financial aid data exists for each value in the summarize by category. For example, you can create a report to break down financial aid data by each county by selecting County in the Summarize by column on the General tab. The report creates a row for each county stored in the database. You use the Address tab to define which applicant addresses to consider when breaking down the number of applicants living in each county.

Validate addresses as of. Select the date to use when determining which address to consider. If there is an address that is valid for the applicant on the date you select, the report uses it when calculating totals for the selected breakdown category values.

Consider seasonal addresses. To include seasonal addresses in report calculations, mark this checkbox. If a seasonal address matches the date selected in Validate address as of, the report uses that address when calculating totals for the breakdown category values. If there are no matches, or if you leave the checkbox unmarked, selections you make in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame are used.

If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses. If no addresses are valid on the date selected in Validate addresses as of, then the addresses in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame are considered. To select the address types to consider when no addresses are valid on the selected date, select them in the Addresses box and click the right arrow.

The first address type in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box that the applicant has is used when calculating totals. If you add multiple address types in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box, arrange them in order of preference using the up and down arrows.

Attribute grid. In the grid below the Addresses and Addresses to consider, in order of importance boxes, you can explicitly include or exclude an address based on its attributes. In the Action column, select whether to include or exclude an address. In the Attribute Type column, select the type of attribute to use, and in the Value column, select the attribute value that an address must have to include or exclude it from the report.
If no address is found. In the if no address is found field, you set in what row to tally a applicant when no address matches the entries in the other fields. The report has a row labeled <unknown> in which it tallies applicants for whom there is no address match. If you select Print with no address, the report tallies the applicant in that row of the report. If you select Print specific address, the Use field appears. In the Use field, you select the address type to use if the report finds no other address matches. If the applicant has an address of the selected type, the report tallies him in the corresponding row of the report; otherwise, he is tallied in the <unknown> row.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization's name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Page Footer. Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

**Miscellaneous.** Use **Miscellaneous** to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.
**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
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**Medical Report**

The Medical Report displays medical information for a selected set of records. You can select the sections to include and can limit the data included in the report by date.

The Medical Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, and Format. To move between the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By specifying parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters specific to the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Show these report sections.** Mark the checkboxes for the sections to include in the report.

**Include medical information with these dates.** In the **Date** field in the **Include medical information with these dates** frame, select a date or date range. Only medical information that occurred on the selected date or within the selected date range is included in the report.

If you select "Specific range," two fields appear in which you can enter the start and end date for the report. If you leave the **Start date** field blank, all medical data are included up to the end date. If you leave the **End date** field blank, all medical data from the start date forward are included. If both fields are left blank, all medical data are included.

**Note:** Click **Preview** to view the report as it will print using your selections and filters. Click **Layout** to view a sample layout of the report without data.

**Create an output query of.** You can mark this checkbox and select Students, Applicants or Persons to create a query of the records included in the report. You can use the query later in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the **Report orientation** field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

You use the Filters tab to restrict the output on the report to selected students or applicants.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the report medical data for only applicants with a specific status, apply the Applicant Statuses filter.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

Note: The heading defaults to Medical Report in the Title field. You can leave this as the title for the report or enter your own.

Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization's name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any you do not want to print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to print data to help you remember the criteria you used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. Your selections print in the criteria section of the report.

Sort. Use Sort to select the order for information to appear on the report. To order the information, you can select a field by which to sort in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column. To have the report start a new page each time a new student or applicant is encountered, mark Page break on each new Name.
Page Footer. Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. You can use Miscellaneous to enter number formats and a font size for the report. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.

Color Scheme. Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for students and applicants. If you select Configuration in the *Select addressee/salutation from* field, the *Use* field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of *Configuration*.

If you select Record in the *Select addressee/salutation from* field, the *Use* field contains the name formats <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined addressee/salutation formats. These name formats are drawn from each record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of a student's record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data specified by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the *Use* field disables the If not present... section of the panel.
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**Past/Future School Report**

The Past/Future School Report displays information on schools previously attended or schools applied to for attendance after graduation.

The Past/Future School Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Address, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Include only schools attended as of.** Mark this checkbox if you want to specify a time period for the schools listed as attended on the report.

**Include only feeder schools.** Mark this checkbox to include only feeder schools in the report. You can identify schools as feeder schools on the applicant’s education record.

**Include only education for grade levels from [ ] to [ ].** Mark this checkbox if you want to specify grade levels for the education listed on the report.

**Create an output query of applicants.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the applicants included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select “Portrait” or “Landscape”.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the information you want included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query.** Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Address Tab

On the Address tab, you determine what address to use in the report.

Validate addresses as of. Select the date to use when determining which address to consider.

Consider seasonal addresses. To include seasonal addresses in the report, mark this checkbox. If a seasonal address matches the date selected in Validate address as of, the report will consider that address. If there are no matches, or if you leave the checkbox unmarked, selections you make in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame are used.

If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses. If no addresses are valid on the date selected in Validate addresses as of, then the addresses in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame are considered. To select the address types to consider when no addresses are valid on the selected date, select them in the Addresses box and click the right arrow.

The report uses the first address type in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box. If you add multiple address types in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance box, arrange them in order of preference using the up and down arrows.

Attribute grid. In the grid below the Addresses and Addresses to consider, in order of importance boxes, you can explicitly include or exclude an address based on its attributes. In the Action column, select whether to include or exclude an address. In the Attribute Type column, select the type of attribute to use, and in the Value column, select the attribute value that an address must have to include or exclude it from the report.

If no address is found. In the If no address is found field, you define what the report does when no address matches the entries in the other fields. If you select Print specific address, the Use field appears. In the Use field, you select the address type to use if the report finds no other address matches.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the Field Name column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty Field Name column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.


**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

[Image of the Headings dialog box]

**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

[Image of the Criteria dialog box]

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column and select **Ascending** or **Descending** in the **Order by** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a sorting category. If you mark **Break?** for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.

To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark **Print count per <break option>** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark **Page break on each new <break option>**.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>Ascending</th>
<th>Break?</th>
<th>Text before value</th>
<th>Text after value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicant Name</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![New Past/Future School Report](image)
**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

Color Scheme. Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

Name Formats. You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of Configuration.
If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

Test Score Report

The Test Score Report provides test information for the selected time period. You can limit the tests included to the highest or lowest scores, and can group them in different ways.

The Test Score Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating Reports” on page 8.

General Tab

Glossary: A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.

On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.
The **Test date** field and criteria grid both filter the tests that are included on the report. So, a report must both fall within the selected date range and meet the criteria selected in the criteria grid for it to be included.

**Test date.** Select the date or date range for the tests to include in the report.

If you select `<Specific range>`, two fields appear in which you can enter the start and end date for the report. If you leave the **Start date** field blank, all tests are included up to the end date. If you leave the **End date** field blank, all tests from the start date forward are included. If both fields are left blank, all tests are included.

**Group by.** Select how to group the results. For example, to see how a particular applicant tested during the selected period of time, group by Name. To find out how different applicants scored on a particular test, group by Test.

**Sort by.** Select how to sort results within each group. For example, if you select Name from the **Group by** field, then selecting Test Date from this field causes the report to list the tests taken by each applicant in the order in which they were taken.

**Note:** The Total row appears when **Include only test scores considered the best scores** and **Break on each test type** are selected.
Break on each test type. If you select “Name” in the Group by field and “Test/Subtest” in the Sort by field, the Break on each test type option appears. Marking this checkbox adds an additional break within each student section based on test type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mr. Charles Aaron</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong>: 32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAT Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT Verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong>: 2340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Include only tests that meet the following criteria. Mark this checkbox and enter values in the corresponding grid to limit the tests included in the report to those with a specific value or range of values for score, stanine, percentile1, or percentile2.

Limit results to. Mark this checkbox and select whether to limit the tests included in the report to the highest or lowest scores, and how many tests or what percentage of tests to include.

Include only scores considered best scores. Mark this checkbox to include only the best test scores based on the calculation selected in the Show best score/test equivalent information for field on the Tests tab of applicant or student records.

Create an output query of. You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

Report orientation. In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of tests, students, and applicants that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.

![Image of Filters Tab](image)

**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for *Blackbaud Student Information System*.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

![Columns Tab Image]

**Field Name.** Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the **Field Name** column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty **Field Name** column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

**Field Align.** Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the **Heading Align** field.

**Heading.** You can enter a different heading for the column.

**Heading Align.** Select the alignment for the column heading.

**Wrap Heading?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Width.** Set the width of each column. The **Report Width** label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

**Wrap Field?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
**Miscellaneous.** Use **Miscellaneous** to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

![Image of Miscellaneous settings](image)

**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

![Image of Color Scheme settings](image)
Name Formats. You can select the name format for students and applicants. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.
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Reporting categories in *Admissions Office* include Action Reports, Applicant Reports, Checklist Reports, Directories and Lists, and Statistical Reports. This chapter covers Checklist Reports. For information about other report categories, see the chapter for that category.

Checklist Reports in *Admissions Office* include:

- Checklist Report
- Track Status Report

**Checklist Report**

The Checklist Report shows the details and status of applicant checklist items. You can restrict the data included in the report by:

- the year that applicants applied for admission
- the date checklists were requested or completed
- whether the checklist has a completion date requested
- the checklist status
- whether or not the checklist items are overdue

The Checklist Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Address, Columns, and Format. To move between the tabs in a report, click **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab, itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Include checklist items with these dates.** In the **Date requested** field, limit the checklist items to include in the report.

**Include checklist items with no date requested.** Mark this checkbox to include checklist items in the report that have no completion date.

**Completion date.** Select a date or date range to include only checklist items that were completed on the date or within the date range.

**Include.** Mark the checkboxes to select the checklist item status to include in the report. You can include checklist items based on how soon they are due or how long overdue they are.

**Include only pending checklist items [ ] [ ] days.** Mark this checkbox to limit the checklist items included in the report to those that are overdue or due within a selected number of days.

**Create an output query of applicants.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the **Report orientation** field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the applicants and checklist items included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.

![New Checklist Report](image)

**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the *Query Guide* for *Blackbaud Student Information System*.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Address Tab

On the Address tab, you determine what address to provide for each student in the report.

**Validate addresses as of.** Select the date to use when determining which address to include in the report. The address at which the student lives on the date you select will be included.

**Consider seasonal addresses.** To include seasonal addresses for students in the report, mark this checkbox.

**If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses.** The Addresses list in the *If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses* frame shows the address types from which you can select. Select an address and click the right-pointing arrow to move it to the *Addresses to consider, in order of importance* list. Address types that you move to the *Addresses to consider, in order of importance* list are considered for inclusion in the report. The first address type in the list that matches the date selected in the *Validate addresses as of* field is included. You can change the order of addresses in the *Addresses to consider, in order of importance* list by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

In the *If no address is found* field of the *If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses* frame, select what to do if there are no addresses that match the address types you moved to the *Addresses to consider, in order of importance* list. You can print students without an address or select an address type to use.

The *Use* field appears if you select Print specific address in the *If no address is found* field. Select the address type to use when a student does not have an address of the types you added to the *Addresses to consider, in order of importance* list.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

   To remove a column from the report, click the Field Name column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty Field Name column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

**Detail.** In the **Contact Types to Include with Address** grid, select the types of contact information to include in the report.

**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.
To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column. The **Category** column is available when you select Applicant Attribute in the **Sort by** column. Select the attribute on which to sort in the **Category** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a sorting category. If you mark **Break?** for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.

To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark **Page break on each new**.
**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
**Miscellaneous.** Use **Miscellaneous** to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

![Miscellaneous screenshot](image1)

**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

![Color Scheme screenshot](image2)
**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of **Configuration**.

If you select Record in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the **Use** field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

![New Checklist Report](image)

**Track Status Report**

The Track Status Report shows the details and status of tracks assigned to the applicant. You can restrict the data included on the report by the year applicants applied for admission and by the date tracks were added or completed. You can select whether to include incomplete tracks, complete tracks, or both.

The Track Status Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

Include tracks with these dates. In the Date added field in the Include tracks with these dates frame, select a date to limit the tracks included in the report to those added on the selected date. In the Date completed field, select a date to limit the tracks included in the report to those completed on the selected date.

Include. Select whether to include both completed and incomplete tracks, only completed tracks, or only incomplete tracks.

Create an output query of applicants. You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

Report orientation. In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the applicants and tracks that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.

**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the **Query Guide** for *Blackbaud Student Information System*.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the Field Name column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty Field Name column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Sort/Break. Use Sort/Break to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the Break? column for a sorting category. If you mark Break? for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the Text before value and Text after value fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.
To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark **Page break on each new**.

**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
**Report Footer.** Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

**Miscellaneous.** Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.
**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for applicants. If you select Configuration in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an applicant’s record is used in the report.
In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the **Use** field disables the If not present... section of the panel.
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Custom Reports make it easy for you to access and share reports you create using Crystal Reports. Using Custom Reports, you can link a Crystal report file with an export file and save the linked report in your Blackbaud Student Information System database. Once the files are linked, you and other users can easily view or print custom Crystal reports directly from within the program without having to open Crystal Reports.

**Note:** We recommend you read the documentation thoroughly. Information presented here provides you with basic information about custom reports. Hands-on experience is the best way to learn, so we encourage you to try various program features using your sample database.

Blackbaud Student Information System includes one license for Crystal Reports XI. Clients creating custom reports using Export in Blackbaud Student Information System with Crystal Reports will need a license for each person creating custom reports. In addition, each license is associated with a particular product, which means if one person is reporting for both Blackbaud Student Information System and The Raiser’s Edge, that individual needs two Crystal Reports XI licenses. For information about purchasing additional Crystal Reports XI licenses, send an email request to solutions@blackbaud.com or contact your account representative.

## Creating Custom Reports

When setting up the Crystal report and the export file, remember that you can add as many or as few fields as you want to the Crystal report as long as those fields are also contained in the export file. You can add additional fields to the export file that are not included in the Crystal report, but you cannot add fields to the Crystal report that are not included in the export file.

Make sure to format the export file in one of these *.mdb formats: Blackbaud Report Writer Database, Microsoft Access 2.x Database, Microsoft Access 95 Database, Microsoft Access 97 Database, or Microsoft Access 2000 Database. For more information about creating export files, see the Export Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System. For more information about creating Crystal reports, see the Crystal Reports help file.

Custom reports can use static data so that they have the same output each time you print them, or they can refresh the data each time they are printed, which generates current output. If you set up a report to use static data, the program must be able to find the export file saved on your machine. If it does not find the export file, it will generate a new export file, which will include current data from the database.

- **Creating a custom report**
  1. From the Reports page, click Custom Reports. The Custom Reports page appears.
2. Click **New**. The Custom Report screen appears.

![New Custom Report Screen]

3. In the **Select Export** field, click the binoculars to locate the export file to use as a data source for your custom report. The Open screen appears.

![Open Screen]

**Note:** Only exports saved in a Microsoft Access database file format (*.MDB) appear on the Open screen.

4. From this screen you can select an existing export file or create a new export file.
   - To select a file, select the file name and click **Open**. You return to the Custom Report screen and the selected export file name appears in the **Select Export** field.
To create a new export file, click **Add a New Export**. The Create a New Export screen appears, in which you can create an export file to use with **Custom Reports**. After you create and save your export file, you return to the Custom Report screen and the selected export file name appears in the **Select Export** field. For more information about creating export files, see the Export Guide for **Blackbaud Student Information System**.

5. In the **Select Crystal Report** field, browse to the Crystal report file to link to the selected export file. The Open screen appears.

6. Select the Crystal report and click **Open**. You return to the Custom Report screen and the selected report name appears in the **Select Crystal Report** field.

7. To automatically refresh the export file every time you view the report, mark **Refresh Export**. If you do not mark this checkbox, when you run the report the program checks to see if the export file is saved on your machine. If it is, the program uses the existing export file and does not update the data each time you run the report. If the export file is not saved to your machine, the program generates a new export file and includes current data from the database.

8. Click **Preview** to view a copy of the report on your screen before printing.

9. A copy of the report appears on your screen. If the report is okay, click the **Print** button at the top of the preview screen to print the report.

**Note:** Make sure to format the export file in one of these *.MDB formats: Blackbaud Report Writer Database, Microsoft Access 2.x Database, Microsoft Access 95 Database, Microsoft Access 97 Database, or Microsoft Access 2000 Database.

**Note:** If you marked the **Save Data with Report** checkbox when you created the Crystal report, it has no effect when you run the report from **Blackbaud Student Information System** — the program simply ignores it. To make the custom report “static,” so that the data does not update each time the report is run, unmark the **Refresh Export** checkbox.
10. To save the report parameter file, click File, Save from the menu bar. The Save report as screen appears.

![Save Report as Screen](image)

11. Enter a **Report name** and a **Description**. You can also mark checkboxes to allow other users to run or modify this report.

12. Click **Save**. You return to the Custom Reports screen.

13. To return to the Reports page, select File, Close from the menu bar.

**Editing an Export for a Custom Report**

**Warning:** You cannot delete fields from an export file if the export is linked with a Custom Report. The **Remove** button is disabled in **Export**. You also cannot delete an export file linked with a Custom Report.

You can edit an export file directly from the Custom Reports screen by clicking the **Click to edit export** button. You can add additional fields to the export file that are not included in the Crystal report, but you cannot add fields to the Crystal report that are not included in the export file. Each time you run a saved Custom Report, the program checks to make sure the fields selected for the Crystal report are still included in the export file.

- **Editing an export file from an open Custom Report**

  1. Open the saved Custom Report to edit. The report opens displaying the General tab.
  2. In the **Select Export** field, click the **Click to edit export** button next to the binoculars.

    A message box appears, informing you that you cannot remove output fields from the export, nor delete the report.
  3. Click **OK**. The export file appears, displaying the Filters tab.
  4. Make any necessary changes on the Filters and Output tabs, and click **Save and Close**. You return to the Custom Report screen.
  5. Click **Print** to print the report or save and close the updated report.
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Reporting categories in *Admissions Office* include Action Reports, Applicant Reports, Checklist Reports, Directories and Lists, and Statistical Reports. This chapter covers Directories and Lists. For information about other report categories, see the chapter for that category.

Directories and Lists in *Admissions Office* include:
- Duplicate Addresses Report
- Faculty/Staff Directory
- Family Directory
- Room List Report
- Student Directory

**Duplicate Addresses Report**

The Duplicate Addresses Report displays a list of all the records with potential duplicate addresses. Before you merge addresses, we recommend you review the Duplicate Addresses Report and verify the address information. On the General tab, you determine the criteria for what addresses qualify as matching.

The Duplicate Addresses Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move between the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By specifying parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters specific to the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Match addresses using the following criteria.** To choose the criteria to use when determining duplicate addresses, mark the checkboxes.

**Use [ ] characters of the address lines.** Enter the number of characters in the address lines to check for duplicates.

**Use [ ] characters of the ZIP/postcode.** If you selected to check the ZIP/Postcode for matching addresses, in the **Use [ ] characters of the ZIP/postcode** field, enter the number of characters in the ZIP/Postcode to check.

**Create an output query of records.** To create a query of the records included in the report, mark **Create an output query of records.** This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the **Report orientation** field, select Portrait or Landscape.

**Note:** Click **Preview** to view the report as it will print using your selections and filters. Click **Layout** to view a sample layout of the report without data.
On the Filters tab, you can filter the records appearing in the report. For more information about filtering, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Tip: You can double-click a filter to open the Selected <Filter> screen.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the directory only faculty and staff who have a specific attribute, apply the Faculty/Staff Attribute filter.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.
Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.

Columns Tab

You select the columns to appear on a report using the Columns tab.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the Field Name column of the empty row and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the header for the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column headers are cut off when they reach the right edge of the column. Content is always truncated when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Enter the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.
Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

**Note:** The heading defaults to Faculty/Staff Directory in the **Title** field. You can leave this as the title for the report or enter your own.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

![New Duplicate Addresses Report](image)

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any you do not want to print with the report.
**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to print data to help you remember the criteria you used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. Your selections print in the criteria section of the report.

**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a field by which to sort in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a field. If you mark **Break?** for a field, other fields on the screen are enabled for you to specify more information about the break.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after each breakdown of records.
To print the number or percentage of total records in the report for each breakdown of records in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected field. To start a new page each time a new value for the selected field is encountered, mark **Page break on each new**.

**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

**Miscellaneous.** You can use **Miscellaneous** to enter number formats and a font size for the report. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.
**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for faculty/staff and spouses. If you select Configuration in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains name formats defined on the Addressee/Salutations page of **Configuration**.

If you select Record in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains the name formats **<Full name>**, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined addressee/salutation formats. These name formats are drawn from each record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of a spouse’s record is used in the report.
In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data specified by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

Faculty/Staff Directory

Faculty/Staff directory provides address information for faculty and staff members. You can enter the number of columns to include in the report.

If you have a printer that supports printing booklets, you can print this report as a booklet. Booklets are formatted so the pages can be folded and stapled along the fold.

For more information about printing booklets on your printer, see the documentation for your printer.

Faculty/Staff Directory has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Address, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

General Tab

Glossary: A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Show in [ ] columns.** Select how many column groups to print in the directory. If you print on standard pages to be bound on the long side, you can select one or two column groups. If your printer supports printing booklets and you are printing in landscape mode to saddle-stitch the directory, you can select two or four column groups.

**Create an output query of faculty/staff.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of faculty and staff that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the directory only faculty and staff from a specific department, apply the Faculty/Staff Departments filter.

**Note:** Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Address Tab

On the Address tab, you determine what address to use when printing faculty and staff member information in the directory.

**Validate addresses as of.** Select the date to use when determining which address to include in the directory. The address at which the faculty or staff member lives on the date you select will be included.

**Consider seasonal addresses.** To include seasonal addresses for faculty and staff members in the directory, mark this checkbox.

**If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses.** The Addresses list in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame shows the address types from which you can select. Select an address and click the right-pointing arrow to move it to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. Address types that you move to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list are considered for inclusion in the directory. The first address type in the list that matches the date selected in the Validate addresses as of field is included. You can change the order of addresses in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

In the If no address is found field of the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, select what to do if there are no addresses that match the address types you moved to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. You can print faculty and staff members without an address or select an address type to use.

The Use field appears if you select Print specific address in the If no address is found field. Select the address type to use when a faculty or staff member does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the Field Name column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty Field Name column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

Field Align. Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the Heading Align field.

Heading. You can enter a different heading for the column.

Heading Align. Select the alignment for the column heading.

Wrap Heading? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Width. Set the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

Wrap Field? Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Detail. In the Contact Types to Include with Address grid, select the types of contact information to include in the report.
Sort/Break. Use Sort/Break to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the Break? column for a sorting category. If you mark Break? for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the Text before value and Text after value fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.

To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark Print count per or Print count as a percentage of total for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark Page break on each new.
Page Footer. Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to select how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

---

Color Scheme. Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for faculty/staff and spouses. If you select Configuration in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains name formats defined on the **Addressee/Salutations** page of **Configuration**.

If you select Record in the **Select addressee/salutation from** field, the **Use** field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of a spouse’s record is used in the report.

In the **If not present...** section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the **Use** field disables the **If not present...** section of the panel.

---

**Family Directory**

The Family Directory provides a list of students, applicants, and relations with address information. You can select how many columns to use on the report and can combine entries for spouses (such as a student’s mother and father).

The Family Directory has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Relationship Filters, Address, Relation Address, Columns, and Format. To move between the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.
General Tab

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.

On the General tab, you set parameters specific to the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

![General Tab Interface](image)

**Show in [ ] column(s).** Select how many column groups to print in the directory. If you print on standard pages to be bound on the long side, you can select one or two column groups. If your printer supports printing booklets and you are printing in landscape mode to saddle-stitch the directory, you can select two or four column groups.

**Combine entries for each spouse pair.** To combine entries for spouses, mark this checkbox. For example, if a husband and wife have separate records, marking this checkbox combines their contact information into a single entry in the directory, for example Mr. & Mrs. William Smith.

**Note:** Click Preview to view the report as it will print using your selections and filters. Click Layout to view a sample layout of the report without data.

**Create an output query of students.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the output included in the report based on the family members to include. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
On the Relationship Filters tab, you can filter the types of student relations to include in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.

---

### Filters Overview

**Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include** column specifies filters. If you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters** column indicates filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Tip**: You can double-click a filter to open the Selected <Filter> screen.

**Open**. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters**. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary**: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the directory only family members of selected types, apply the Relationship Types filter.

**Note**: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

**Query name**. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for *Blackbaud Student Information System*. 

---
Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.

Include only relationships that are emergency contacts. To include only relations who are emergency contacts for students in the directory, mark Include only relationships that are emergency contacts.

Include only relationships receiving report cards. To include only relations who receive report cards for students in the directory, mark Include only relationships receiving report cards.

**Warning:** Marking more than one checkbox on the Filters tab requires that a relation meet all marked criteria for inclusion in the directory.

Include only relationships the applicant/student lives with. To include only relations with whom the students in the directory live, mark Include only relationships the applicant/student lives with.

Include only relationships that show on transcripts. To include only relations who appear on the transcripts of students in the directory, mark Include only relationships that show on transcripts.

Address Tab

On the Address tab, you determine what address to use when printing student information in the directory.

![New Family Directory](image)

**Validate addresses as of.** Select the date to use when determining which address to include in the directory.

The address at which the student lives on the date you select will be included.

**Consider seasonal addresses.** To include seasonal addresses for students in the directory, mark this checkbox.
If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses. The Addresses list in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame shows the address types from which you can select. Select an address and click the right arrow to move it to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. Address types that you move to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list are considered for inclusion in the directory. The first address type in the list that matches the date selected in the Validate addresses as of field is included. You can change the order of addresses in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

In the attribute grid of the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, you can specify the type of mailing you are sending, so that only addresses that are configured to receive that kind of mailing are considered. For example, if you are generating a directory to use when mailing seasonal greetings, choose Include in the Action column, Mailings in the Attribute Type column, and select the value Seasonal Greetings for the Value column.

In the If no address is found field of the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, select what to do if there are no addresses that match the address types you moved to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. You can print students without an address or select an address type to use.

The Use field appears if you select Print specific address in the If no address is found field. Select the address type to use when a student does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

Relation Address Tab

On the Relation Address tab, you determine what address to use when printing student relation information in the directory.

Validate addresses as of. Select the date to use when determining which address to include in the directory. The address at which the relation lives on the date you select will be included.
Consider seasonal addresses. To include seasonal addresses for relations in the directory, mark this checkbox.

If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses. The Addresses list in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame shows the address types from which you can select. Select an address and click the right arrow to move it to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. Address types that you move to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list are considered for inclusion in the directory. The first address type in the list that matches the date selected in the Validate addresses as of field is included. You can change the order of addresses in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.

In the attribute grid of the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, you can specify the type of mailing you are sending, so that only addresses that are configured to receive that kind of mailing are considered. For example, if you are generating a directory to use when mailing seasonal greetings, choose Include in the Action column, Mailings in the Attribute Type column, and select the value Seasonal Greetings for the Value column.

In the If no address is found field of the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame, select what to do if there are no addresses that match the address types you moved to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. You can print relations without an address or select an address type to use.

The Use field appears if you select Print specific address in the If no address is found field. Select the address type to use when a relation does not have an address of the types you added to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list.

Columns Tab

You select the columns to appear on a report using the Columns tab.

Field Name. Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.
To remove a column from the report, click the column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the Field Name column of the empty row and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

**Field Align.** Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the **Heading Align** field.

**Heading.** You can enter a different heading for the column.

**Heading Align.** Select the alignment for the column heading.

**Wrap Heading?** Mark this checkbox for the header for the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column headers are cut off when they reach the right edge of the column. Content is always truncated when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Width.** Enter the width of each column. The Report Width label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

**Wrap Field?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Format Tab**

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

**Note:** The heading defaults to Family Directory in the **Title** field. You can leave this as the title for the report or enter your own.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.
**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.

**Criteria.** Use Criteria to print data to help you remember the criteria you used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. Your selections print in the criteria section of the report.
**Detail.** In the **Contact Types to Include with Address** grid, select the types of contact information to include in the report.

**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a field by which to sort in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a field. If you mark **Break?** for a field, other fields on the screen are enabled for you to enter more information about the break.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after each breakdown of records.
To print the number or percentage of total records in the report for each breakdown of records in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected field. To start a new page each time a new value for the selected field is encountered, mark **Page break on each new**.

**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

Miscellaneous. You can use Miscellaneous to enter number formats and a font size for the report. We recommend you leave the font size set to 8, as larger font sizes can cause text to be cut off.
**Color Scheme.** Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

**Name Formats.** You can select the name format for students and student relations. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Addressees/Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats `<Full name>`, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined addressee/salutation formats. These name formats are drawn from each record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of a student’s record is used in the report.
In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data specified by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.

---

Room List Report

The Room List Report prints the rooms and residences available in schools within your organization and provides details about the rooms such as the type of room, the capacity, and the telephone number. You can limit the report to include only active rooms.

The Room List Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

General Tab

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Include.** Select whether to restrict data on the report to include rooms and residences, rooms only, or residences only.

**Include inactive rooms and residences.** Mark this checkbox to include inactive rooms and residences in the report.

**Show residence occupants and resident assistants for.** In the School field, select the school to which this report applies. If you have only one school in your organization, this field does not appear. Your selection in this field determines the records to include on the report.

   In the Academic year field, select the academic year for the report. The rooms occupants during only the selected academic year are included in the report.

   In the Session field, select the session for the report. The rooms occupants during only the selected session are included in the report.

**Include residences that are.** Mark the residence statuses to include in the report.

**Create an output query of rooms.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of rooms that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the *Program Basics Guide*.

![New Room List Report](image)

**Open.** Once you select a filter in the grid, click **Open** to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

**Clear All Filters.** Click **Clear All Filters** to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

**Glossary:** A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the report only rooms at a specific school, apply the Schools filter.

**Filters.** The **Filters** column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

**Include.** In the **Include** column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

**Selected Filters.** Filters you specify appear in the **Selected Filters** column. If you choose Selected in the **Include** column or click a filter and then click **Open**, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark **Selected** or **Query**, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

**Note:** Mark **Selected** or **Query** to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark **All**, you cannot define filters.

**Query name.** The **Query name** field appears if you select **Query**. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click **Add a New Query** on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the *Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System*.

**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.

**Field Name.** Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the **Field Name** column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty **Field Name** column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

**Field Align.** Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the **Heading Align** field.

**Heading.** You can enter a different heading for the column.

**Heading Align.** Select the alignment for the column heading.

**Wrap Heading?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Width.** Set the width of each column. The **Report Width** label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.

**Wrap Field?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.
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**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.

To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the **Sort by** column and select Ascending or Descending in the **Order by** column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the **Break?** column for a sorting category. If you mark **Break?** for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the **Text before value** and **Text after value** fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.
To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark **Print count per** or **Print count as a percentage of total** for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark **Page break on each new**.

**Page Footer.** Use **Page Footer** to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.
**Report Footer.** Use **Report Footer** to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the **Text** field for the report footer and select how to align the text.

**Miscellaneous.** Use **Miscellaneous** to specify how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.
**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.

---

**Student Directory**

This report is available in **Admissions Office** only if you have **Registrar’s Office**.

Student Directory provides address information for students and their relationships. You can enter the number and select types of columns to include in the report and combine entries for spouses (such as a student’s mother and father).

If you have a printer able to print booklets, you can print this report as a booklet. Booklets are formatted so the pages can be folded and stapled along the fold.

For more information about printing booklets on your printer, see the documentation for your printer.

Student Directory has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Relationship Filters, Address, Relation Address, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

---

**General Tab**

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.
On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

**Show in [ ] columns.** Select how many column groups to print in the directory. If you print on standard pages to be bound on the long side, you can select one or two column groups. If your printer supports printing booklets and you are printing in landscape mode to saddle-stitch the directory, you can select two or four column groups.

**Combine entries for each spouse pair.** Mark this checkbox to combine information for a student’s relations who are married. This combines relations only if both relations are included in the report. For example, if a husband and wife have separate records, marking this checkbox combines their contact information into a single entry in the directory, for example Mr. & Mrs. William Smith.

**Create an output query of students.** You can mark this checkbox to create a query of the records included in the report. This query is available for use in other areas of the program.

**Report orientation.** In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the types of students that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the report only students who attend a specific school, apply the Student Schools filter.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Relationship Filters Tab

On the Relationship Filters tab, you can filter the types of student relationships to include in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report. For example, to include in the directory only parents who have a specific relationship type with students, apply the Parent Relationship Types filter.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. Filters you specify appear in the Selected Filters column. If you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears. If you mark Selected or Query, a selection screen appears so you can specify filters.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.
Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.

Additional Parent filters. Mark the checkboxes in the Additional Parent filters frame to restrict the parents that are included in the directory to those who are emergency contacts, those who receive report cards, those with whom the student lives, and those who show up on transcripts.

Additional Sibling filters. Mark the checkboxes in the Additional Sibling filters frame to restrict the siblings that are included in the directory to those who are emergency contacts, those who receive report cards, those with whom the student lives, and those who show up on transcripts.

Address Tab

On the Address tab, you determine what address to use when printing student information in the directory.

Validate addresses as of. Select the date to use when determining which address to include in the directory. The address at which the student lives on the date you select will be included.

Consider seasonal addresses. To include seasonal addresses for students in the directory, mark this checkbox.

If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses. The Addresses list in the If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses frame shows the address types from which you can select. Select an address and click the right-pointing arrow to move it to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list. Address types that you move to the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list are considered for inclusion in the directory. The first address type in the list that matches the date selected in the Validate addresses as of field is included. You can change the order of addresses in the Addresses to consider, in order of importance list by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.
In the **If no address** is found field of the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select what to do if there are no addresses that match the address types you moved to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list. You can print students without an address or select an address type to use.

The **Use** field appears if you select Print specific address in the **If no address is found** field. Select the address type to use when a student does not have an address of the types you added to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list.

**Relation Address Tab**

On the Relation Address tab, you determine what address to use when printing student relation information in the directory.

**Validate addresses as of.** Select the date to use when determining which address to include in the directory. The address at which the student lives on the date you select will be included.

**Consider seasonal addresses.** To include seasonal addresses for students in the directory, mark this checkbox.

**If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses.** The **Addresses** list in the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame shows the address types from which you can select. Select an address and click the right-pointing arrow to move it to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list. Address types that you move to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list are considered for inclusion in the directory. The first address type in the list that matches the date selected in the **Validate addresses as of field** is included. You can change the order of addresses in the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list by selecting an address type and clicking the up and down arrows next to the list.
In the **If no address** is found field of the **If no seasonal addresses are found, consider these addresses** frame, select what to do if there are no addresses that match the address types you moved to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list. You can print students without an address or select an address type to use.

The **Use** field appears if you select Print specific address in the **If no address is found** field. Select the address type to use when a student does not have an address of the types you added to the **Addresses to consider, in order of importance** list.

**Columns Tab**

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report.
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**Field Name.** Select the fields to appear as columns on the report.

To remove a column from the report, click the **Field Name** column entry and select the blank item. To add a column, click the empty **Field Name** column cell at the bottom of the grid and select the data to display in the new column. To change the order that the columns print on the report, select a row in the grid and click the up or down arrow buttons on the action bar.

**Field Align.** Select the alignment for the text within the column. This only affects the alignment of the data; you set the alignment for the headings in the **Heading Align** field.

**Heading.** You can enter a different heading for the column.

**Heading Align.** Select the alignment for the column heading.

**Wrap Heading?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Width.** Set the width of each column. The **Report Width** label, on the bottom right corner of the screen, indicates the total width of the combined columns. If this value exceeds the page width, it turns red.
**Wrap Field?** Mark this checkbox for the content of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, column content is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Format Tab**

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.
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**Detail.** In the **Contact Types to Include with Address** grid, select the types of contact information to include in the report.

![Detail](image)

**Sort/Break.** Use **Sort/Break** to select the order for information to appear on the report and where breaks fall between sets of information.
To order the information, you can select a sorting category in the Sort by column and select Ascending or Descending in the Order by column.

To create breaks, you can mark the checkbox in the Break? column for a sorting category. If you mark Break? for a category, fields are enabled for you to enter more information about the break for the selected sorting category.

In the Text before value and Text after value fields, you can enter up to 30 characters to print directly before and after the value for the selected sorting category.

To print the number or percentage for the selected category in the footer, mark Print count per or Print count as a percentage of total for the selected sorting category. To start the selected sorting category on a new page, mark Page break on each new.
**Page Footer.** Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

**Report Footer.** Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
**Miscellaneous.** Use **Miscellaneous** to specify how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
Name Formats. You can select the name format for students and relations. If you select Configuration in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains name formats defined on the Addressees/Salutations page of Configuration.

If you select Record in the Select addressee/salutation from field, the Use field contains the name formats: <Full name>, Primary addressee, Primary salutation, and any defined name formats. These name formats are drawn from each individual record included in the report. For example, if you select Primary salutation, the primary salutation defined on the Addressees/Salutations tab of an student’s record is used in the report.

In the If not present... section of the panel, you can select a backup name format. The backup is used if a record does not contain the data referenced by the primary name format. Selecting Full name in the Use field disables the If not present... section of the panel.
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Reporting categories in *Admissions Office* include Action Reports, Applicant Reports, Checklist Reports, Directories and Lists, and Statistical Reports. This chapter covers Statistical Reports. For information about other report categories, see the chapter for that category.

Statistical Reports in *Admissions Office* include:

- Applicant Summary Report
- Status History Summary Report

### Applicant Summary Report

The Applicant Summary Report summarizes the number of records in selected statuses based on selected breakdown categories. You can use this report to see a snapshot of the current state of the application pool, for example how many people have inquired, have applied, and are accepted.

The Applicant Summary Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use **Next** and **Back** at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

### General Tab

**Glossary:** A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.

On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the reports.
In the grid on the General tab, you can set up to three categories to break down the data in the report.

**Breakdown.** Select how to break down the applicants included in the report. You can select up to three levels to break down.

If you select ZIP Code in the Breakdown field and choose Selected in the Include field, the Breakdown by ZIP Code screen appears.

To include applicants in the report whose ZIP Codes are not recorded, mark the **Include applicants with blank ZIP Codes** checkbox.

To combine results based on a portion of a ZIP Code, mark the **Summarize using first [ ] digits** checkbox and enter a number between 1 and 12. The higher the number, the more ZIP Code categories are created in the report. Setting this value equal to or greater than the longest ZIP Code in the report has no effect in the report. For example, if you set the field value to 3, then applicants who have ZIP Codes that have the same first three digits are combined.

To include only the top specified number of ZIP Codes in the report, mark the **Show specific totals for the top [ ] ZIP Codes** groups checkbox and set the value between 1 and 99. If you mark this checkbox, the report is sorted by the number of applicants per ZIP Code, instead of being sorted alphabetically.

If you marked the **Show specific totals for the top [ ] ZIP Codes** checkbox, you can mark the **Summarize remaining ZIP Codes in one row** checkbox to include a row that includes all the ZIP Codes not included in the top ZIP Codes.

**Include.** In this column, you select whether to break down data by all or by selected values of the selected breakdown category. If you choose Selected, the standard filter screen appears and you select which values for the data type you selected in **Breakdown** to include.

For example, if you select Age in **Breakdown** and Selected in this column, then when the filter screen appears you can select which ages to include in the breakdown. The applicants who are within the age range you select are tallied on one line in the report.

**Specific Totals to Show.** Shows the values to include in the report. To enter values into this column, click **Open** to open the standard filter screen.
Summarize Others. Mark this checkbox to include a summary of all values not included in the breakdown category on a separate line in the report. This checkbox is only markable when you set the Include column to Selected.

Suppress Zeros. To not include rows in the report that have zero matches, mark this checkbox.

When you do mark this checkbox, if you define date ranges on your report and select “same date from previous year” in the Show percent change based on field on the Columns tab, it is possible that status groups will display as “0”.

Report orientation. In the Report orientation field, select Portrait or Landscape.

Paper Size. Select the size paper on which you will print the report.

Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the applicants that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. The values you selected to filter appear in the Selected Filters column. If you have not set values for a filter, <All filter name> appears in this column. When you choose Selected in the Include column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears, on which you can select filter values.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.
**Previous Filter.** To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Previous Filter** on the toolbar.

**Next Filter.** To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click **Next Filter** on the toolbar.

**Columns Tab**

You select the statuses to include in their own columns on the report. You can enter a heading for each column, whether to wrap the contents, and how to align the heading.

![Columns Tab](image)

**Heading.** Enter a heading for the column.

**Heading Wrap.** Mark this checkbox for the heading of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Include.** Leave this set to All for a column that includes a count of all statuses. To include a column that counts only specific statuses, change it to Selected.

**Statuses to include in total.** The statuses you selected when you changed the Include column from All to Selected appear here. You cannot change the text in this column directly. To change the statuses included in this column, click in the row and click **Open**.

**Format.** Select how to represent the data. You can show the data as a percentage of total, as the actual number, or a combination of the two.

**Break down each column by gender.** Mark this to split each column into three sub-columns: M, F, and Total. Note that the count in column M plus the count in column F may not equal Total due to applicant records that do not have the applicant’s gender.
Format Tab

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.

**Headings.** Use **Headings** to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the **Title** and **Subtitle** fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

**Note:** The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
**Criteria.** Use **Criteria** to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark **Print these criteria on** and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

**Detail.** Use **Detail** to set the column widths for the report. In the **Breakdown column width:** [ ] inches field, set the width of the left column on the report, in which the breakdown categories are listed. In the **Totals column width:** [ ] inches field, set the width of the totals columns.
Page Footer. Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use Miscellaneous to specify how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

Color Scheme. Use Color Scheme to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the Apply a Color Scheme checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
Status History Summary Report

The Status History Summary lists the number of applicant status log entries for different date ranges and breaks them down by selected fields. You can use this report to find trends in the application process, such as how many of those who made inquiries applied during a selected academic year.

The Status History Summary Report has tabs on which you set parameters: General, Filters, Columns, and Format. To move among the tabs in a report, use Next and Back at the bottom of the screen or select the tab itself. On these tabs you select the records to include in the report and how the report should look. For more information about creating a report, see “Creating a report in Admissions Office” on page 8.

General Tab

Glossary: A parameter is any field, option, or filter that narrows information in a report and determines the appearance of the report’s output. By setting parameters, you customize the output results of your report. For example, you can apply filters, create a header and footer, or select a color scheme for the report’s results.

On the General tab, you set parameters for the report and make selections about the information to include in the report.

In the top grid on the General tab, you can set up to three categories to break down the data in the report.

In the bottom grid on the General tab, you can select date ranges for status log entries to include in the report. Status log entries that have a status date within each date range selected are tallied as separate columns in the report. You specify the heading to use for each date range selected.

Breakdown. Select an aspect to break down results by. For example, to generate a report that breaks down data to display subtotals for certain ages, select Age in this column.

When using action fields to break down reporting results, the action must have a value in the Contact for field on the action record that matches the value for the Include entries using field on the General tab of the report in order for the specific date range to be included.
If you select ZIP Code in the **Breakdown** column and choose Selected in the **Include** column, the Breakdown by ZIP Code screen appears.

To include applicants in the report whose ZIP Codes are not recorded, mark the **Include applicants with blank ZIP Codes** checkbox.

To combine results based on a portion of a ZIP Code, mark the **Summarize using first \( [ \) \( ] \) digits** checkbox and enter a number between 1 and 12. The higher the number, the more ZIP Code categories are created in the report. Setting this value equal to or greater than the longest ZIP Code in the report has no effect in the report. For example, if you set the field value to 3, then applicants who have ZIP Codes that have the same first three digits are combined.

To include only the top specified number of ZIP Codes in the report, mark the **Show specific totals for the top \( [ \) \( ] \) ZIP Code groups** checkbox and set the value between 1 and 99. If you mark this checkbox, the report is sorted by the number of applicants per ZIP Code, instead of being sorted alphabetically.

If you marked the **Show specific totals for the top \( [ \) \( ] \) ZIP Codes** checkbox, you can mark the **Summarize remaining ZIP Codes in one row** checkbox to include a row that includes all the ZIP Codes not included in the top ZIP Codes.

**Include.** In this column, you select whether to break down data by all or select values of the breakdown category selected in the **Breakdown** column. If you choose Selected, the standard filter screen appears and you select which values for the breakdown category you selected in **Breakdown** to include.

For example, if you select Age in **Breakdown** and Selected in this column, then when the filter screen appears you can select the ages by which to break down information. The log entries associated with applicants who are within the age range you select are included in the report.

**Specific Totals to Show.** This column displays the specific values of the Breakdown category to include in the report. To enter these values, click **Open** to open the standard filter screen.

**Summarize Others.** To include a summary of status logs for all applicants not included by the **Specific Totals to Show** column, mark this checkbox. This information is printed on a separate row below the rest of the breakdowns. This checkbox is only available when you set the **Include** column to Selected.

**Suppress Rows If Zero.** To not include rows in the report that have zero matches, mark this checkbox.

When you mark this checkbox and define date ranges on your report, if you selected “same dates from previous year” in the **Show percent change based on** field on the Columns tab, status groups may display as “0”.

**Date Range.** Select a date range for which to include a tally. Your selection in this column determines which other columns are available in the grid. For example, if you select <Specific range> in this column, the **Start Date** and **End Date** columns are enabled.

**Start Date.** Select the start of the date range to which to restrict the data included on the report. This field is only available if you select <Specific Range> in **Date Range**.

**End Date.** Select the end of the date range to which to restrict the data included on the report. This field is only available if you select <Specific Range> in **Date Range**.

**Heading.** Enter a heading to use for this column.

**Include entries using.** Your selection in this field determines whether or not status log entries included for a specific date range should be filtered by the application year for an applicant.

For example, you want to compare admission statistics for the 2006-2007 admissions year to the 2007-2008 admissions year.

On the General tab, include all dates in the **Date Range** field. In the **Include entries using** field, select 2006-2007. Select a second date range to include all dates. In the corresponding **Include entries using** field, select 2007-2008. This filters based on the year apply of the applicants.

**Report orientation.** In the **Report orientation** field, select Portrait or Landscape.

**Paper Size.** Select the size paper on which you will print the report.
Filters Tab

On the Filters tab, you can filter the applicants that are included in the report. For more information about filtering reports, see the Program Basics chapter of the Program Basics Guide.

Open. Once you select a filter in the grid, click Open to access the Selected <Filter> screen on which you select specific filters. You can also double-click a filter in the grid to open the screen.

Clear All Filters. Click Clear All Filters to remove all previously selected filters from the report.

Glossary: A filter is criteria records must meet to be included in a report.

Filters. The Filters column lists all the available filters for this report. You cannot edit this column.

Include. In the Include column, if you choose Selected, the Selected <Filter> screen appears for you to designate specific filters.

Selected Filters. The values you selected to filter appear in the Selected Filters column. If you have not set values for a filter, <All filter name> appears in this column. When you choose Selected in theInclude column or click a filter and then click Open, the Selected <Filter> screen appears, on which you can select filter values.

Note: Mark Selected or Query to include a selected filter or a previously created query of filters. Depending on your selection, different options appear on the screen. If you mark All, you cannot define filters.

Query name. The Query name field appears if you select Query. Enter the name of the query to use to filter the report or click the binoculars to search for a query.

To create a new query, click the binoculars and click Add a New Query on the Open Query screen. For more information about creating queries, see the Query Guide for Blackbaud Student Information System.

Previous Filter. To view or edit the previous filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Previous Filter on the toolbar.

Next Filter. To view or edit the next filter without returning to the Filters tab, click Next Filter on the toolbar.
Columns Tab

On the Columns tab, you select the columns to appear on a report with the breakdown column, for which you specify details on the General tab.

**Heading.** Enter a heading for the column.

**Heading Wrap.** Mark this checkbox for the heading of the column to wrap to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the column. If you leave this checkbox unmarked, text is cut off when it reaches the right edge of the column.

**Include.** Leave this set to All for a column that includes a count of all statuses. To include a column that counts only specific statuses, change it to Selected.

For example, to compare the number of inquiries to the number of applications, add two entries to the grid on the Columns tab. For the first, enter the heading Inquiries and set it to include the status Inquiry. For the second, enter the heading Applications and set it to include the status Applied.

**Statuses to include in total.** The statuses you selected when you changed the Include column from All to Selected appear here. You cannot change the text in this column directly. To change the statuses included in this column, click in the row and click **Open**.

**Format.** Select how you to represent the data. You can show the data as a percentage of total, as the actual number, or a combination of the two.

**Show percent change based on [ ].** Mark this checkbox to display percent change columns throughout the report. You can base the comparison on same dates from the previous year or you can use predefined dates. When you mark this checkbox and select “same dates from previous year”, the using entries from field is enabled.

**Using entries from.** Your selection in this field determines whether or not status log entries included for a specific date range should be filtered by the application year for an applicant.
For example, you want to compare admission statistics for the 2007-2008 admissions year to the previous year.

On the General tab — in the **Date Range** field, select one date range of 01/01/2006 to 08/15/2007. In the **Include entries using** field, select 2006-2007.

On the Columns tab — mark **Show percent change based on [ ]** and select “same dates from previous year”. In the **using entries from** field, select 2007-2008. This filters each date range based on the year apply of the applicant.

**Show change columns between defined status groups.** When you mark this checkbox, a set of columns displays at the end of the date range on the report showing the comparison from one status group to the next.

For example, your school may want to determine the percentage of applicants moving from inquiry status to applied status as well as applied status to accepted status.

**Column grouping.** Select how to group columns. To display the columns you added to the grid on this tab side-by-side for each date range that you added on the General tab, select Repeat date ranges for each column.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All dates</th>
<th>Last acad. year</th>
<th>This acad. year</th>
<th>All dates</th>
<th>Last acad. year</th>
<th>This acad. year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To display the date ranges you added on the General tab side-by-side under the columns you added to the grid on this tab, select Repeat columns for each date range.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last acad. year</th>
<th>This acad. year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Break down each column by gender.** Mark this to split each column into three sub-columns: **M**, **F**, and **Total**. Note that the count in column **M** plus the count in column **F** may not equal **Total** due to applicant records that do not have the applicant’s gender.

**Format Tab**

On the Format tab, you determine how the report appears. A description of each formatting option is provided.
Headings. Use Headings to enter a maximum of 60 characters in the Title and Subtitle fields. The title field defaults to the name of the report. The title and subtitle appear at the top of the report. You can select how to align the heading and whether to include your organization’s name in the header. You can include the page number and date in the heading. You can also include the heading on every page of the report.

Note: The program automatically selects all criteria. Unmark the checkbox for any to not print with the report.
Criteria. Use Criteria to edit criteria used to create the report. Mark Print these criteria on and select a separate page or the first page. All selected items print in the criteria section of the report.

Detail. Use Detail to set the column widths for the report. In the Breakdown column width: [ ] inches field, set the width of the left column on the report, in which the breakdown categories are listed. In the Totals column width: [ ] inches field, set the width of the totals columns.
Page Footer. Use Page Footer to enter up to 254 characters in the page footer. You can include other text, such as the page number and date. The page footer is printed at the bottom of each page of the report.

Report Footer. Use Report Footer to create a footer to appear at the bottom of the last page of the report. You can enter a maximum of 254 characters in the Text field for the report footer and select how to align the text.
Miscellaneous. Use **Miscellaneous** to specify how numbers appear on the report and set the font size.

---

**Color Scheme.** Use **Color Scheme** to select colors for report headings. When you click in the color box next to the selection, the Color screen appears so you can select a standard color or define a custom color. If you leave the **Apply a Color Scheme** checkbox unmarked, the report prints in black and white.
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